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An enjoyable, subtle and clever old novel approximately americans in Paris at the eve of the
French Revolution, visible from the naïve but interesting point of view of William Short, secretary
to Thomas Jefferson.
I loved the most element of the book--the historic fiction, quite the depiction of France earlier
than and through the Revolution. I additionally liked the afterword that defined the The Condor's
Head ancient facts in the back of the selections the writer made. ancient fiction is usually higher
for me while the writer indicates they have performed a little research and explains truth vs
fiction. However, i do not comprehend the aim for the 1st and final chapters that bookend the
most story. It happens within the "current" period of time and The Condor's Head does not
upload whatever to the most tale for me. i feel these chapters might have been left out, and that
i may perhaps simply as simply have skipped them. This made the ebook a section uneven.
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